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Adam Vyt
Posted by Adam Vyt - 2014/05/09 07:05
_____________________________________

BIOGRAPHY : 
- . Cadiz resident Dj , born in 1987, began his passion for music at a very young age, at age 13, he tried
to play all that music equipment available to it or be left in his hands, letting himself be influenced by the
Retro Breakbeat sounds best in all their variations largely by those DJs and producers ( Stanton
Warriors, Freestylers , Hybrid, Prodigy, Sigma 7 , Reenie Pilgrem .....) and also being influenced by the
rhythms of Andalusia during Breakbeat the golden age , listening every weekend radio show that great
as was " World Evassion " 

- In 2009 at 21 he decided not to wait any longer and get behind some Technics practicing daily all hours
were possible. It was in 2011 at age 23 when he gave a little jump debuting at Pub and Nightclubs in
several parts of the province of Cadiz ... (Le Chic ( Cadiz) , (Sala KM (Cadiz ) , Reef Living (Cadiz ) ,
Privilege Lounge ( Barbate ), Hall Bay- Bay ( Barbate ), Club " the Khaimah " (Cadiz ) ... and many more
.. ! sharing the stage with the best DJs are local and ( shemma , Mohy aka Virus , DeiBeat , aka Bryan
Abraham x , Quino , Rasco , Aldo Ferrari , Peter Paul , Rueda, Dei -Beat , Mutantbreakz , Orebeat ,
Vlent ) 

- In November of 2012 is Finalist of " The Challenge" contest held annually by Dj's Tear Nation . 
- In May of 2013 is Finalist Dj's Contest Held by Raveart for Summer Festival 2013. 
 - In June of 2013 is winner of the competition in the form of Retro Breakbeat held by Universal Events
with the opportunity to play in Sunday Breaks Festival , held in " Aqualand " ( aquatic park Bahia de
Cadiz) one of the best festivals and more expected , giving a small step further and having the
opportunity to share the stage with National Dj 's more prestigious as much .. Baymont Bross , Colombo,
Bubu , Breaks Mafia , Destroyers , The Hill Rockers and large international artists such as Stanton
Warriors, Keith Mackenzie & Sporty -o , 1 & Frenzye Rel . 

- Always was interested in creating your own music , so I downloaded shows from small programs like
Dance Ejay with which he began creating his first projects based samples, a whole memory .... and this
could not but be so, so in March of 2013 decides to get down to work and start messing several
production programs like Ableton and Logic, Logic being his final work tool with which to make its first
issue after a few months, " the endless bridge ( Original mix)" . This issue was also remixed by Noemi &
Yera.W giving downloading both versions to the public . 
While still creating their own productions presents several remixes and contests in April 2014 when it
becomes winner of remixes organized by Stars & Knights Records with the theme " Doublefacez -
Frequency (Adam Vyt Remix ) . 
Winner of the remix contest organized by Music Dark Records also proclaims the theme "The Beatkillers
- Destructive (Adam Vyt Remix ) 
   

Today is not part of any group or seal and open to all possibilities. It is defined as an active DJ who will
make you enjoy great music and dancing will set all dancefloors where opportunity has passed. A Salute
Adam Vyt - TLFN CONTACT 680344791
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Biggup man great to have u aboard and sorry im so late welcoming u to our fantastic family!  Cant eait to
catch yer show and if u need me im Joe Wino Wilson on FB and my email is
winowarrior@nubreaks.com.  EZ
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